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Chapter 1Introduction to IFFCOIFFCO (Implicit Filtering for Constrained Optimization) is an algorithmfor optimizing functions with multiple minima. IFFCO is designed to solveproblems subject to simple box constraints. The mathematical descriptionof these problems is:minx2Q f̂ : Rn ! R where Q = fx 2 Rn j li � xi � ui i = 1; : : : ; n g , (1:1)where li and ui are the lower and upper bounds respectively on the ithvariable. The set Q, de�ned by the constraints on the variables is called thehyper-box.IFFCO is designed to minimize functions of the form:f̂(x) = f(x) + �(x) . (1:2)f(x) is a smooth function with a simple form. For example, f(x) could be aconvex quadratic. �(x) contains the low-amplitude high-frequency terms off̂(x). In this context, low amplitude meansmaxx;y2Q j�(x)� �(y)j � maxx;y2Q jf(x)� f(y)j : (1:3)�(x) need not be continuous. IFFCO is particularly e�ective on problemswhere the amplitude of �(x) decays near local minima of f(x). It is notnecessary to be able to calculate f(x) and �(x). It is only necessary thatf̂(x) behaves like a function that satis�es equation (1.2). An example of thetype of function that IFFCO is designed to minimize is shown in �gure 1.1.2
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Applications in which functions of the form (1.2) arise are described in [4],[5], [6], and [7]. The algorithm used in IFFCO is analyzed in [3].To obtain IFFCO, send e-mail to paul@latour.math.ncsu.edu.IFFCO is a variation on the gradient projection method described in [1],that uses a sequence of �nite di�erence steps (scales) to approximate thegradient. A brief outline of the algorithm used in IFFCO is given below. Amore detailed description of the algorithm is given in Section 3.2.Algorithm 1.1 Given an initial point x 2 Q, an initial scale h, and a lowerbound for the scales used to calculate the gradient, minh:1. Calculate the �nite di�erence gradient d(x) using the scale h.2. If x satis�es a termination criteria (described in Section 3.2) dependingon h:(a) Set h = h2 .(b) If h < minh terminate. Otherwise go to 1.3. Solve S�x = �d(x), where S is an approximation to the Hessian. Thecalculation of S is described in Section 3.2.4. Set x = P (x+ ��x), where P (y) indicates the projection of y onto Q.The step length parameter � is determined using a line search algorithmdescribed in Section 3.2.5. Go to 1.A variation of Algorithm 1.1 is to restart Algorithm 1.1 using the lastpoint obtained in the iterative process as the next initial point until a pointis obtained that satis�es the termination criteria at every scale. A point thatsatis�es the termination criteria at every scale is called a minimum at allscales. 4



Chapter 2Using IFFCOThis chapter provides information about using IFFCO, including details oncalling IFFCO and selecting appropriate values for parameters. The trou-bleshooting section describes common problems and advises the user on howto solve them. To use IFFCO the user must have access to two LINPACKsubroutines: dchdc and dposl, and to the BLAS subroutines and functions:daxpy, ddot, and, dswap. The user must also provide a subroutine for eval-uating the function the user wishes to minimize. This subroutine must be inthe format described in Section 2.1.2.1 Calling IFFCOThis section describes the calling sequence for IFFCO and the arguments inthe calling sequence. User provided subroutines are also discussed.� Calling sequencecall i�co(fcn,x,u,l,fscale,rminh,rmaxh,n,maxit,restart,writ,tol,f,ncuts)� ArgumentsThe arguments are listed in the order they appear in the calling se-quence.{ On Entry 5



fcn { is the argument containing the name of the user-supplied sub-routine that returns values for the function to be minimized.fcn must be declared external in the calling program.x { is a user-supplied double-precision vector of length n. x is theinitial point in the iterative process. x must be within thehyper-box de�ned by the constraints.u { is a user-supplied double-precision vector of length n. u isthe vector containing the upper bounds for the n indepen-dent variables. The hyper-box de�ned by the constraints onthe variables is mapped to the unit cube in IFFCO. IFFCOperforms all calculations on points within the unit cube. The�nal solution is mapped back to the original hyper-box beforebeing returned to the user.l { is a user-supplied double-precision vector of length n. l isthe vector containing the lower bounds for the n independentvariables.fscale { is a user-supplied double-precision constant used to scale thefunction. fscale should be an approximation to the maximumsize in absolute value the function to be minimized obtains inthe hyper-box Q. The default value for fscale is 1.d0.rminh { is a user-supplied double-precision constant. rminh is a lowerbound for the last and smallest �nite di�erence step (scale)that IFFCO uses to calculate the �nite di�erence gradient.When a scale is less than rminh, the algorithm either ter-minates or restarts. However, an optimization run is alwaysdone with the scale rmaxh regardless of the value of rminh.rminh must satisfy: 0 < rminh : (2:1)If inequality 2.1 is not satis�ed, rminh is set to 1.d-4. SeeSection 2.2 for help in determining rminh.rmaxh { is a user-supplied double-precision constant. rmaxh is the �rstand largest scale the algorithm uses to calculate the �nitedi�erence gradient. rmaxh must satisfy:0 < rmaxh � 0:5 : (2:2)6



The upper bound in inequality 2.2 is necessary to insure thatthe �nite di�erence steps taken using the larger scales do notviolate the constraints on the variables. The lower bound ininequality 2.2 insures that the �nite di�erence gradient is wellde�ned. If inequality 2.2 is not satis�ed, rmaxh is set to 5.d-1.See Section 2.2 for help in determining rmaxh.n { is an integer that represents the dimension of the problem. Ifn > 100 then the parameter maxor in the variable list at thebeginning of IFFCO must be set larger than n. maxor is aparameter used to dimension the work arrays used in IFFCO.maxit { is a user-supplied integer. maxit speci�es the maximum num-ber of iterations the algorithm is allowed to take at a givenscale. The default value for maxit is 200.restart { is a user-supplied integer. If restart is set to 1, the algorithmrestarts after the smallest scale has been used. The restartuses the last point generated by the algorithm as the newinitial point and rmaxh as the �rst scale in the sequence of�nite di�erence steps. Restarts are done to help insure thatthe �nal point in the iterative process is a minimum at allscales. In practice restarts are not usually needed. Further-more restarts are expensive in terms of function evaluations.Thus the user should select restarts (by setting restart = 1)only if the answers obtained by IFFCO are not as good as theuser expects.writ { is a user-supplied integer. writ speci�es the verbosity of thealgorithm:writ = 1 causes the algorithm to write error messages and the val-ues of user-supplied parameters to standard output.writ = 2 causes the algorithm to produce the same information asfor writ = 1 plus a history of the iterative process.tol { is a user-supplied double-precision constant used for determin-ing convergence of the algorithm at a given point for a givenscale. Determining appropriate values for tol is problem-dependent. See Section 2.2 for help determining tol. Thedefault value for tol is 1.7



ncuts { is a user-supplied integer. ncuts speci�es the maximum num-ber of cutbacks in the line search the algorithm may take.The default value for ncuts is 10.{ On Returnx { is the �nal point obtained in the optimization process. xshould be a good approximation to the global minimum forthe function within the hyper-box.f { is the value of the function at x.� User-Supplied Subroutines{ The function evaluation subroutine. The name of this subroutineis determined by the user and must be declared in an externalstatement in the user's calling program. The subroutine shouldhave the form:subroutine subroutine name(x,n,f)integer nreal*8 x(n),f...returnend{ LINPACK Subroutines. The user must have access to two LIN-PACK subroutines: dchdc and dposl, and to the BLAS subrou-tines and functions: daxpy, ddot, and, dswap.2.2 Selecting Values for ArgumentsThis section advises the user how to choose values for several parametersused in IFFCO.fscale { is used to scale the function being optimized by IFFCO. fscale shouldbe an estimate of the maximum in absolute value that the functionf̂(x) achieves on Q. 8



Unfortunately, maxx2Q �jf̂(x)j� is not usually known. Hence, usersmay have to experiment with values of fscale to determine a valueappropriate for their problem. If fscale is too large, the function appearsattened, and IFFCO may not be able to obtain a solution acceptableto the user. Choosing fscale too large often manifests itself by IFFCOobtaining answers that are unacceptable to the user while reportingconvergence at many scales without taking a step at these scales. Iffscale is too small, the gradients calculated may become too large.Choosing fscale too small often manifests itself by the line search beingunable to �nd a suitable new point for many point scale pairs.The default value for fscale is 1.rminh { is a lower bound for the minimum scale used. If rminh is too large, thealgorithm may not obtain an answer acceptable to the user. If rminhis too small, some of the scales used may be so small that gradientscalculated using them are dominated by changes in �(x).If the amplitude of �(x) is approximately constant then, optimally,rminh should be a low estimate of O(maxx2Q(j�(x)=fscalej1=3). If �(x)decays near minima of f(x), rminh may be smaller. For instance, ifit is known that f̂ (x) is smooth near minima of f(x), rminh may beon the order of the cube root of machine precision. Unfortunately,the behavior of �(x) is usually not well known, so users may have toexperiment with rminh to �nd a suitable value for their problems.As mentioned earlier, poor answers may indicate that rminh is toolarge. Choosing rminh too small often manifests itself by the line searchbeing unable to �nd a suitable new point for some of the smaller scales.Determining a suitable value for rminh is a complicated problem in-volving the curvature of f(x), the amplitude of �(x), the amount ofaccuracy needed by the user, and the cost per function evaluation.Therefore users may have to experiment.The default value for rminh is 10�4.rmaxh { rmaxh is the �rst and largest scale in the sequence of scales used tocalculate the gradient. If the user chooses rmaxh � 0 or rmaxh > 0:5,rmaxh is set to 0:5. If rmaxh � rminh, IFFCO performs a one scaleoptimization run using rmaxh. 9



The user should choose a large value for rmaxh if the initial point maybe far from a minimumof f(x), or if the amplitude of �(x) is large. Usu-ally, rmaxh should be a high estimate of O(maxx2Q j�(x)=fscalej1=3).However if the user is con�dent that �(x) is small or the initial pointis close to an acceptable answer small values of rmaxh may be chosen.If the algorithm is unable to reduce the function while using rmaxh andother large scales then rmaxh may be too small. If the user has chosena small value of rmaxh and IFFCO is returning answers unacceptableto the user then increasing rmaxh might help.The default value for rmaxh is 0:5.maxit { is the maximum number of iterates IFFCO will take at a given scale.The size of maxit needed depends on the problem and the number ofscales used.The default value of maxit is 200.restart { is an integer that tells IFFCO whether to do restarts. If the user setsrestart = 1, IFFCO will perform restarts; otherwise no restarts aredone. Restarts should be done only if IFFCO is returning answers thatare not as good as the user expects. Restarts are done to help ensurethat the �nal answer obtained is a minimum at all scales.The default is not to do restarts.tol { tol is a constant used in determining convergence at a given scale.Convergence at a point x is determined using,kx� P (x� d(x))k � tol � h :Where P (x� d(x)) is the projection of the steepest descent step ontothe hyper-box Q. At this point no heuristic exists for determining tol.In many computations, using the default value for tol (tol = 1) hasworked well. However, this is not the case for all problems.If tol is too large, the algorithm will report convergence at many scaleswithout �nding a new point at these scales, and return an answer un-acceptable to the user. If this phenomena is observed, reducing tolmay help. If tol is too small, the algorithm may not reduce scales fast10



enough. In this case the line search will be unable to �nd acceptablenew points for many scales, thus costing the user many unnecessaryfunction evaluations. If this phenomena is observed, increasing tol mayhelp.The default value for tol is 1.2.3 TroubleshootingThis section discusses common problems and gives advice on �xing them.Set writ = 2 to obtain a history of the iterative process in the output fromIFFCO. The �rst column in the output, labeled with K, gives the numberof iterates at the current scale. The second column, labeled with jXj givesthe two-norm of the current point within the unit cube. The third column,labeled with F , is the function value at the current iterate divided by fscale.The fourth column, labeled with jGF j, gives the two-norm of the �nite di�er-ence gradient, calculated using the current scale, at the current point. The�fth column, labeled with H gives the current scale being used. The sixthcolumn, labeled CUTS gives information on the line search. In this columnIFFCO either returns the number of cutbacks used in the line search or oneof the following two messages:1. Convergence. This message indicates that the current point is a mini-mum for the current scale.2. Line search failed. This message indicates that the line search wasunable to �nd an acceptable new point.2.3.1 Failure in the Line SearchThis section discusses what to do if the line search is not able to �nd a newpoint at many scales. Failure in the line search is indicated by the warning\Line search failed" in the output from IFFCO.� If IFFCO is returning answers that are not as good as the user expectsand IFFCO is reporting failure in the line search at many scales thenfscale may be too small. Here is an example of output from IFFCOwhen fscale is too small for the problem:11



K | X | F | GF | H CUTS0 0.1000D+01 0.8495D+04 0.1134D+05 0.5000D+00 101 0.2357D-01 0.8443D+04 0.1133D+05 0.5000D+00 Convergence0 0.2357D-01 0.8443D+04 0.1700D+05 0.2500D+00 Line search failed0 0.2357D-01 0.8443D+04 0.1983D+05 0.1250D+00 Line search failed0 0.2357D-01 0.8443D+04 0.2125D+05 0.6250D-01 Line search failedNumber of function evaluations: 58Using larger values for fscale usually solves this problem. Users mayhave to experiment to �nd a good value for fscale.� If IFFCO is returning answers acceptable to the user but IFFCO isreporting failure in the line search at many scales, then tol may be toosmall. Here is an example of output from IFFCO when tol is too smallfor the problem:K | X | F | GF | H CUTS0 0.1000D+01 0.8495D+01 0.1134D+02 0.5000D+00 11 0.3571D+00 0.8009D+01 0.1134D+02 0.5000D+00 02 0.7308D+00 0.7882D+00 0.5182D+01 0.5000D+00 Line search failed0 0.7308D+00 0.7882D+00 0.6157D+01 0.2500D+00 51 0.6685D+00 0.1758D+00 0.5112D+00 0.2500D+00 12 0.5145D+00 -.3437D-02 0.7545D-01 0.2500D+00 13 0.4967D+00 -.9604D-02 0.2065D-01 0.2500D+00 Line search failed0 0.4967D+00 -.9604D-02 0.2067D-01 0.1250D+00 Line search failed0 0.4967D+00 -.9604D-02 0.2067D-01 0.6250D-01 Line search failedNumber of function evaluations: 58� If IFFCO is returning answers acceptable to the user but IFFCO isreporting failure in the line search for many of the smaller scales, thenrminh may be too small. Here is an example of output from IFFCOwhen rminh is too small for the problem:K | X | F | GF | H CUTS0 0.1000D+01 0.8508D+01 0.1134D+02 0.5000D+00 11 0.3477D+00 0.8008D+01 0.1133D+02 0.5000D+00 Convergence0 0.3477D+00 0.8008D+01 0.1697D+02 0.2500D+00 41 0.7884D+00 0.7990D+01 0.1697D+02 0.2500D+00 02 0.5091D+00 -.9306D-02 0.5221D-01 0.2500D+00 Convergence0 0.5091D+00 -.9306D-02 0.5615D-01 0.1250D+00 Convergence12



0 0.5091D+00 -.9306D-02 0.5754D-01 0.6250D-01 Convergence0 0.5091D+00 -.9306D-02 0.5792D-01 0.3125D-01 Convergence0 0.5091D+00 -.9306D-02 0.5802D-01 0.1562D-01 11 0.5011D+00 -.9794D-02 0.2134D-01 0.1563D-01 Convergence0 0.5011D+00 -.9794D-02 0.8965D-02 0.7813D-02 Convergence0 0.5011D+00 -.9794D-02 0.3496D+00 0.3906D-02 31 0.5027D+00 -.9869D-02 0.2015D+00 0.3906D-02 22 0.5027D+00 -.9939D-02 0.2809D-02 0.3906D-02 Convergence0 0.5027D+00 -.9939D-02 0.4012D-01 0.1953D-02 Line search failed0 0.5027D+00 -.9939D-02 0.5027D-01 0.9766D-03 Line search failed0 0.5027D+00 -.9939D-02 0.1020D+00 0.4883D-03 51 0.5027D+00 -.9939D-02 0.6640D-01 0.4883D-03 22 0.5028D+00 -.9939D-02 0.6526D-01 0.4883D-03 Line search failed0 0.5028D+00 -.9939D-02 0.7184D-01 0.2441D-03 Line search failed0 0.5028D+00 -.9939D-02 0.7356D-01 0.1221D-03 51 0.5028D+00 -.9940D-02 0.6012D-03 0.1221D-03 22 0.5028D+00 -.9940D-02 0.5869D-03 0.1221D-03 Line search failed0 0.5028D+00 -.9940D-02 0.4747D-03 0.6104D-04 Line search failed0 0.5028D+00 -.9940D-02 0.4466D-03 0.3052D-04 Line search failed0 0.5028D+00 -.9940D-02 0.4395D-03 0.1526D-04 Line search failedNumber of function evaluations: 1792.3.2 Poor AnswersThis section discusses what to do if IFFCO is obtaining answers that the userfeels are unacceptable but the message \Line search failed" is not reportedin the output from IFFCO. To determine if poor answers are being obtainedthe user must have some idea as to what constitutes a poor answer in theirproblem.� If IFFCO reports convergence at many scales but poor answers arebeing obtained then tol may be too big and/or fscale may be too big.An example of this behavior follows:K | X | F | GF | H CUTS0 0.1000D+01 0.8508D+00 0.1134D+01 0.5000D+00 Convergence0 0.1000D+01 0.8508D+00 0.1701D+01 0.2500D+00 Convergence0 0.1000D+01 0.8508D+00 0.1984D+01 0.1250D+00 Convergence0 0.1000D+01 0.8508D+00 0.2125D+01 0.6250D-01 ConvergenceNumber of function evaluations: 1213



� If IFFCO obtains poor answers and rmaxh is set to a value less than0:5, then the iterates may have become trapped in a local minima.Using a larger value of rmaxh may help.� If IFFCO returns poor answers and rminh has been set to a value largerthan 10�4, the answer returned by IFFCO may not have the accuracyrequired by the user. Using the default value for rminh (10�4) oranother small value may help. The size of rminh to use depends onthe problem, the accuracy needed by the user, and the precision of thehardware being used.
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Chapter 3Algorithm Description3.1 OverviewIFFCO is a projected quasi-Newton algorithm that uses a decreasing se-quence of �nite di�erence steps (scales) to approximate the gradient. It usesan approximation to the Hessian and a line search algorithm that gives thecode global capabilities. IFFCO is based on an algorithm presented in [1].As mentioned in Chapter 1 the function to be minimized is of the form:f̂ (x) = f(x) + �(x)f(x) is smooth function with only a few minimawithin the hyper-box de�nedby the constraints. �(x) contains the low-amplitude high-frequency terms off̂(x). �(x) creates local minima in f̂(x). These local minima will trap mostgradient based algorithms. However by using a sequence of �nite di�erencesteps (scales) to approximate the gradient these local minima can be avoidedand the global minima can be found up to the level of noise caused by �(x).The �rst elements in the sequence of scales are fairly large, typically half thelength of the hyper-box. Thus, the approximate gradient d(x) gives globalinformation about the problem and allows the sequence of quasi-Newtonsteps to avoid the local minima. As the sequence continues, the algorithmbecomes more and more of a local algorithm having the fast local convergenceproperties for which quasi-Newton methods are known.Because analytic second derivatives may not be available and becausethe cost of function evaluations may be too high to use a di�erence Hessian,15



the SR1 (Symmetric Rank one) approximation to the Hessian is used. Thisapproximation is given by the following formula:Sc = S� + r�r�Tr�T s�where S� is the previous SR1 approximation to the Hessian,s� = xc � x� ;r� = y� � S�s� ;y� = d(xc)� d(x�) ;and x� is the iterate previous to xc the current iterate. To accommodate theconstraints a reduced approximate Hessian is used. The reduced approximateHessian is obtained by setting the o� diagonal elements in the ith row andcolumn to zero if the constraints on the ith variable are active.To keep the sequence of quasi-Newton steps within the hyper-box, eachstep is projected onto the hyper-box using the following formula:P (x)i = 8><>: ui, if xi > uixi, if li � xi � uili, if xi < li :3.2 Algorithm Outline1. Calling sequencecall i�co(fcn,x,u,l,fscale,rminh,rmaxh,n,maxit,restart,writ,tol,f,ncuts)See Section 2.1 for a description of the arguments.2. Preprocessing(a) Scale the initial point for use in IFFCO usingx = xu� l � lu� l :(b) Check for errors in the user-supplied parameters.16



3. Set h = rmaxh.4. Set k = 0.5. Calculate the function value f(x) at the current iterate.6. Calculate the �nite di�erence gradient d(x) at the current point usingthe current scale.(a) Calculate the ith element of the gradient using the centered di�er-ence formula, unless a �nite di�erence step violates a constraint.If a constraint is violated, use either the forward or backwarddi�erence formula, depending on which di�erence step violates aconstraint.(b) Set the ith component of the gradient to zero if the ith constraintis active and the ith component of the gradient gives a directionout of the hyper-box.7. Test for convergence.(a) Calculate the projection of the steepest descent step P (x� d(x))onto the hyper-box.(b) If kx� P (x� d(x))k � tol� h, go to 14.8. Calculate the negative quasi-Newton step p.(a) If this is the �rst step taken at the current scale, then p = d(x).(b) Calculate the reduced SR1 approximate Hessian S.(c) If S is not positive de�nite, then p = d(x). Otherwise, solveSp = d(x).(d) If kpk < h, set p = hkpk.9. Perform the line search.(a) Set j = 1.(b) Calculate the step size parameter �.i. If j = 1, set � = 1. 17



ii. If P (x� �̂p) activates a previously unactivated constraint, set� = 0:5�̂. �̂ is the previous step size parameter.iii. If �̂ was the �rst step size parameter such that P (x� �̂p) didnot activate a previously unactivated constraint, calculate �using a quadratic model of the function. See [2] for details onthe formulation of the quadratic model.iv. Otherwise, use a cubic model of the function to calculate �.See [2] for details on the formulation of the cubic model.(c) If k�pk < 0:01h, return reporting failure in the line search.(d) Calculate P (x� �p) and f(P (x� �p)).(e) If f(P (x� �p)) � f(x)� 10�4�d(x)Tp,i. Set x = P (x� �p).ii. Return reporting success in the line search.(f) Set j = j + 1.(g) If j > ncuts, return reporting failure in the line search.10. If the line search failed, go to 14.11. If the line search succeeded, set k = k + 1.12. Calculate the gradient at the new point using the current scale. Usethe same procedure as in 6. Go to 7.13. If k > maxit, go to 14.14. Set h = 12h.15. If h � rminh, go to 4.16. If h < rminh and no restarts are to be performed, go to 19.17. If h < rminh and no steps have been taken at any scale, go to 19.18. Go to 3.19. Unscale the �nal iterate and the function value at the �nal iterate andreturn to the calling program. 18
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